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Sammanfattning - I detta examensarbete presenteras
modelleringsprocesserna
av
nyckelelementen
i
rymduppdraget LISA (Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna) inom modellbaserad systemteknik (Modelbased systems engineering MBSE) med SysML (Systems
Modeling Language). Modellen implementerar en vald
uppsättning av uppdragets funktioner genom exekverbara
grafiska representationer, kallade diagram. Jag visar
hur dessa exekverbara representationer kan vara
frdelaktiga för rymduppdraget genom att jämföra
detta informationsutbyte med traditionella text-baserade
modelleringsprocesser. Modellen representerar hur
uppdraget är strukturerat och hur den beter sig i ett
system av lager. Ju djupare ett lager är desto mer
detaljerad insyn ger det i olika delar av systemet. Varje
lager kan ses från olika perspektiv, antingen med fokus
på strukturen, på beteendet eller på prestationen av de
relaterade systemdelarna.
Abstract - This master thesis report presents the modelling process of key elements of the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna mission (LISA mission) in a Modelbased systems engineering (MBSE) approach with SysML
(Systems Modeling Language). The model implements a
selected set of functions of the mission through executable
graphical representations, called diagrams. It is shown how
such diagrams can benefit the mission, by comparing this
mean of information exchange to the traditional text-based
systems engineering. The model represents the mission
structure and behaviour through a system of nested layers.
The deeper the layer is, the more it gives details on a
system part. Each layer can be seen from different point
of views, either focusing on the structure, the behaviour,
or the performance of related system part.
I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Gravitational waves

W

HEN an object oscillates, it creates waves: for example, the string of a guitar creates air pressure waves
as it vibrates. Excited electrons also create electro-magnetic
waves as they oscillate. A similar pattern is observed with
astronomical objects. If the Sun could shake back and forth,
it would create gravitational waves. As their name suggests,
these waves correspond to space-time fluctuations induced
by oscillations of the gravitational field. Gravitational waves
were first predicted by Albert Einstein in 1916 [1][2], on
the basis of his theory of general relativity, as space-time

distortions caused by cosmos-related events, which would
propagate outward.
1) Measurement motivation: Measuring gravitational
waves enables to discover the parts of the universe that
are invisible by other means, such as black holes or the
Big Bang [3]. It complements traditional astronomical
observations based on the electromagnetic spectrum (for
example, observations from visible light, infra-red or x-rays).
2) Measurement process: In order to measure gravitational
waves, a pulse of laser light is sent from a free-floating
source to a free-floating reflecting mirror, and the time it takes
for the light to come back to the source is measured. If a
gravitational waves passes through the path of the laser pulse,
it will stretch space and change the path length. Consequently,
the laser pulse will come back to the source at a different
time. In practise, gravitational waves are measured using laser
interferometry with a free-floating Michelson interferometer
[4]. This method uses a laser beam which is split and the two
halves are recombined after travelling different paths, called
interferometer arms. The recombined laser beam then travels
to a photodetector that measures the brightness of the recombined beam as it returns. If one of the arm’s length changes
over a period of time with the passage of a gravitational
wave, the pattern of light coming out of the interferometer will
also change. The shape of the interference pattern emerging
from the interferometer over a period of time can be used to
calculate precisely how much change in length occurred over
that period. Specific characteristics of the interference pattern
change indicate whether the interferometer caught the passage
of a gravitational wave [5].

B. Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) mission
overview
1) LISA mission motivation: the challenges of gravitational
waves measurements: Measuring gravitational waves was not
possible for many decades after they were predicted due to the
fact that instruments could not separate their minuscule effect
from the background of vibrations present everywhere on
Earth. Gravitational waves were measured for the first time on
14 September 2015 [6], using laser interferometers with 4 km
long arms (with the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory (LIGO) and the Virgo interferometer). These
waves were caused by the inward spiral of a pair of black
holes of around 36 and 29 solar masses, and caused on Earth a
change of the interferometer arm length as big as a thousandth
of the width of a proton. Such a change is extremely weak,
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Fig. 1: Constellation’s orbit
and Earth-related noise produces larger arm length changes
than the gravitational waves. It is however still possible to
extract the gravitational waves effects with frequency analysis,
as long as the gravitational waves frequencies are high enough.
Consequently, observations on Earth are limited to objects
with masses a few 10’s that of the Sun, which produce highfrequency signals (100 to 102 Hz). Sources with much larger
masses, such as the mergers of massive black holes at the
centres of galaxies, produce signals at much lower frequencies,
undetectable on Earth. In order to make observations at lower
frequencies (10−4 to 100 Hz), the interferometers have to be
put in space. This is the goal of the LISA mission.
2) LISA mission description: LISA consists of three identical spacecraft (SC). After separation from the launcher the
three SC are positioned in individual, heliocentric orbits such
that they form a triangular formation trailing the earth. The
formation triangle with a nominal apex-angle of 60◦ points
toward the Sun but has a planar offset of 60◦ to the ecliptic
and revolves around its centre once per year [4] (Fig. 1).
All three SC are equipped with two test-masses which are
put into near free-fall along the arms of the constellation.
The three spacecraft exchange laser beams along three bidirectional laser links in order to perform interferometric measurements across an arm-length of approximately 2.5 million
kilometres. This setup allows measuring the relative test-mass
motion to pico-meter accuracy, i.e. better than 1/100 the size
of an atom, which is required to detect the very weak signature
of gravitational waves, and determining the individual SC’s attitude within the constellation. The constellation is represented
in Fig. 2.
C. Model-based systems engineering approach using SysML
Conventional systems engineering methods that rely mainly
on text-based exchange of information suffers from a lack
of efficiency. Systems engineering is about building models,
but the major part of the time is spent on updating paperbased documents containing stale information which introduces large latencies (delays) before information is passed
from one engineering entity to the next [7]. The Model-based
Systems (MBSE) approach aims to reduce the time spent on
maintenance by using models as the means for exchanging
information. A descriptive model based on an MBSE language
such as SysML is a set of diagrams interfacing with the models
of other disciplines, coded with Matlab/Simulink, CATIA and
DOORS, and others. A diagram is a graphical representation

Fig. 2: Constellation overview
of information, using strictly defined semantics. Consequently,
this leads to a decrease of the duplication of information, and
describes in a clear and unique way the system modelled.
There are nine kinds of diagrams, described in detail in the
Appendix. They can be regrouped in three categories [8] :
• The structure diagrams, which describe the architecture
of a system or a sub-system.
• The behavioural diagrams, which describe the behaviour
of a system or a sub-system.
• The requirement diagrams, which describe the requirements constraining a system or a sub-system.
Behavioural diagrams are graphical representations of
object-oriented language scripts, so they can be executed. The
real-time execution of the model simulates the constellation’s
behaviour, and shows whether the requirements are met.
II. M OTIVATION AND SCOPE
A. Motivation behind the modelling effort
The work carried out through this master thesis focuses on
the development of a SysML model of the LISA mission. The
goal of this approach is to show the efficiency of MBSE compared to the text-based system engineering approach currently
used. This was addressed by the following objectives:
1) Get a clearer understanding of the functional dependencies across system layers.
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2) Predict critical system behaviour at an early phase prior
to testing.
3) Combine essential system information to achieve objectives 1 and 2 in one repository and integrate basic system
views into one descriptive model.
4) Make first steps towards integration of the descriptive
model with external simulation models and establish the
required interfaces.

an aspect of the sub-system that the block represents. The
logical view represents how the sub-system is decomposed
into several parts. It thus represents the dependencies between
layers of the model from a structural point of view, through
block definition diagrams [8]. This is represented in Fig. 4.

B. Modelling scope
The model consists of a descriptive part coupled with a
behavioural part which can be executed. The former describes
the model’s architecture of the mission through structure diagrams, giving details up to the spacecraft’s main components.
It also consists of some of the key use cases and requirements
of the mission through the corresponding diagrams. The latter
consists of modelling the constellation’s behaviour through
state machines and activity diagrams. When executed, the
model generates graphs giving real-time information on the
key parameters of the constellation. A user-interface is also
generated in order to control the main controller of the
spacecraft.
III. BASIC ARCHITECTURAL IMPLEMENTATION
The model is divided into several layers, each describing
elements of the LISA mission with a certain degree of detail.
The top layer describes the context of the constellation of the
three spacecraft, i.e., the external elements that the constellation is interacting with (e.g. ground control, science data
analysis teams, space environment), and the deeper the layer
is, the more details it gives on a specific element of a higher
layer. This is represented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4: System’s layers in SysML
IV. B EHAVIOURAL DIAGRAMS OF KEY LISA FUNCTIONS
A. Spacecraft’s component description
The spacecraft is composed of a payload sustained by a
platform. The platform contains in particular the computer
on board, commanding the payload, which is the instrument
used to measure gravitational waves. The payload elements
are represented in Fig. 5. The instrument generates two laser
beams from a single source. These laser beams are modulated
by two laser assemblies, and then travel through the two
optical benches and the two telescopes. Finally, they are
transmitted to the other remote spacecraft. Each laser beam
reaches one test-mass of one remote spacecraft, and is then
sent back to a test-mass of the emitting spacecraft (not in
reflection, but as a newly generated beam with a stable phase
relationship to the received beam). Each test-mass is in freefall inside the spacecraft, as the spacecraft is constructed as a
drag-free satellite: the spacecraft floats around the masses. The
spacecraft uses capacitive sensing through its Gravitational
Reference Sensor to determine the test-masses position relative
to the spacecraft, and thrusters controlled by the platform
computer to keep itself centred on them.

Fig. 3: System’s layers
The ith layer is called Li. Thus, the layers L0, L1, L2,
L3 respectively correspond to the LISA mission, the Constellation, the Spacecraft and the spacecraft’s components
(Platform + Payload). Each layer is composed of one or several
blocks (equivalent to “classes” in Java). A Block is a unit
that represent a part of a system, also called sub-system. A
block can be decomposed into parts, which can themselves
be described by others blocks, creating a nested architecture.
Each block is described from different views, each describing

Fig. 5: Payload elements

B. Spacecraft behaviour
1) Spacecraft behaviour: In the model, the computer on
board of the platform contains a controller called Drag-
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Free Attitude Control System (DFACS) [9]. It generates the
commands controlling the attitude and the position of the
spacecraft, the two test-masses, and also the Moving Optical
Sub-Assemblies (MOSA) angle (defined in Fig. 6 by α). The
different degrees of freedoms (DOFs) controlled are illustrated
in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7: Spacecraft’s state machine
This representation gives a better overview and takes into
account that each control unit can be set up in different
states. The fact that several state machine runs in parallel
allows to run all the different control loops: It solves then the
problems of the first representation. A set of control loops is
implemented for each state, and is run when the state becomes
active.

Fig. 6: Payload’s degree of freedoms
The spacecraft obviously has 6 DOFs , 3 of which are
always controlled (3 rotations); however, it is not always the
case for the test-masses. They can be grabbed (0 DOF), or
released and controlled (6 DOFs). The same applies for the
MOSA angle. It can either be locked (0 DOF) or controlled
(1 DOF, rotation on z-axis at OSC ).
2) Modelling choices and motivation: In order to model the
behaviour of the spacecraft and its components, control loops,
one for each DOF, were first modelled and put into a single
activity diagram. The idea was to give an overview of every
DOF control. Unfortunately, three problems arose from this
model architecture choice: first, the control loops could not be
run in parallel, but one after the other. This is a problem, as
they will be running in parallel in the real spacecraft. Then, the
user could not see whether a test-mass was grabbed or not, or if
the MOSA angle was locked or controlled. This is a problem,
as there is a lack of important information about the state of the
spacecraft and its components. Finally, modelling 16 control
loops within one activity diagram is too much information:
The diagram is messy and not easy to understand by the user.
In order to characterize the different states of the testmasses and the MOSA angle, a state machine diagram has
been used instead of an activity diagram. In such a diagram,
the spacecraft can be set up in different configuration, called
states. The transition from one state to another triggers a script
or an activity. A simple example of a state machine can be
found in the appendix.
In the case of the spacecraft, the goal is to model the
spacecraft’s attitude controller state, in parallel with the states
of the test-masses control, the MOSA angle control, and the
test-masses charge. Consequently, the spacecraft’s behaviour
has been modelled by a state machine divided into several
regions. Each region is a state machine itself, and represents
the behaviour of one of the spacecraft control units. Fig. 7
lists what is represented in each region.

3) DFACS states: When the spacecraft reaches its final
orbit, its instrument needs to be calibrated for science measurement. The goal of the calibration process is to make the
DFACS enter Science mode, i.e. to release the two test-masses
and control the spacecraft’s attitude and position so that the
test-masses are in free fall inside it. The goal is also to
control the spacecraft’s attitude with differential wave-front
sensing, by using the lasers coming from the two remote
spacecraft [10]. At first, the DFACS is in Standby mode.
This mode allows for initialization of internal filters before
control is handed over from the cruise phase Attitude and
Orbital Control Systems (AOCS) to DFACS. At that point, the
spacecraft’s attitude is controlled via the star tracker outputs
and the two test-masses are grabbed. Then, DFACS switches
to the ATTITUDE CTRL state. This is the first state where the
DFACS has the control of the spacecraft. Next, the spacecraft
releases its test-masses one after another. The DFACS has two
choices:
• Sending a command to release first the test-mass 1, and
sending a second command to release the test-mass 2
when the test-mass 1 is stabilized.
• Sending a command to release first the test-mass 2, and
sending a second command to release the test-mass 1
when the test-mass 2 is stabilized.
In terms of states, this correspond to the two followings
paths:
• The DFACS enters first in the state ACC1: the test-mass
1 is released and controlled electrostatically while the
test-mass 2 is still grabbed. Then, when the test-mass 1
is stabilised, the DFACS enters the state ACC3 and the
test-mass 2 is released and controlled as well.
• The DFACS enters first in the state ACC2: the test-mass
2 is released and controlled electrostatically while the
test-mass 1 is still grabbed. Then, when the test-mass 2
is stabilised, the DFACS enters the state ACC3 and the
test-mass 1 is released and controlled as well.
This process is modelled in the DFACS’s state machine in
Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8: DFACS’s state machine completed
The states are represented by the yellow boxes. Each arrow
represents a transition between to states. The transition is
triggered by a signal (sent by the user, for the case of the
DFACS’s state machine). When a transition is triggered, an
effect can occur. For example, to go from ATTITUDE CTRL
to ACC1, one needs to send the signal RELEASE TM1 to the
model. It will trigger the transition and the variable TM1 State
will be assigned the value 1. This value change will then
change the active state in the state machine modelling the
test-mass 1 controller.
When the DFACSs of the three spacecraft are in ACC3
states, it means that all the six test-masses of the constellation
are released and controlled electrostatically. At that point of
the calibration process, the constellation can start to acquire
the laser links between the three spacecraft. This procedure is
called “constellation acquisition”. When the laser links have
been acquired, the spacecraft do not control their attitude with
the star trackers anymore, but by differential wavefront sensing
(DWS): each spacecraft uses its two laser links to know its
relative attitude with respect to the two remote spacecraft.
In the model, the DFACS state representing the differential
wave sensing is the ACC3 DWS state. Hence, when the
constellation acquisition process is completed, the DFACS of
each spacecraft enters in this state.
Finally, the DFACS switches to the SCI MODE state. The
science mode state requires that both test-masses are dragfree (no applied force) along their sensitive axes (~xT M 1 and
~xT M 2 ), which are their laser links axis, and that one of the
test-masses is drag free along the z-direction (~zT M 1 or ~zT M 2 ).
The other DOFs are suspension controlled. If the spacecraft
does not apply any actuation force on the test-masses, the only
perturbation that can affect them is the stretching of space
caused by the passage of a gravitational waves. Thus, when
the DFACS of the three spacecraft are in the SCI MODE state,
the constellation can detect gravitational waves by measuring

the distance variation between each couple of test-masses, i.e.
the length variations of the three laser links. These states are
added to the DFACS’s state machine. This is represented in
Fig. 8.
The science performance can be degraded because of
perturbations. In such a case, the SCI MODE sub-state
switches from “normal” to “degraded” state for a certain time.
When the perturbation is compensated by the controllers, the
SCI MODE switches back to “normal”.
4) Spacecraft’s attitude controller states: The state machine modelling the spacecraft’s attitude controller is represented in Fig. 9.
When the state machine “Spacecraft’s attitude control” is
executed, the initial active state is “Star Trackers”, as the
spacecraft first uses its star tracker outputs to measure its
attitude. When the laser links between the three spacecraft are
acquired, the spacecraft gets its relative attitude by sensing
the two remote spacecraft’s attitudes. This sensing is called
Differential Wave Sensing (DWS). The corresponding state is
then “DWS”. When the spacecraft loses one of its laser links,
it cannot sense its attitude through the laser links anymore.
For a short period of time though, it can get its attitude by
comparing it to the attitude of the test-masses. This transient
state is called “TM Gyro Sensing”. If the spacecraft has not
got back the laser links before this short period of time, the
spacecraft sensors switch back to star trackers sensing.
5) TM controller states: When the state machines “TM1
position and attitude control” and “TM2 position and attitude
control” are executed, the initial active state is “Grabbed”, as
the spacecraft grabs both of its test-masses by default. When
the DFACS of the spacecraft switches to ACC1, ACC2 or
ACC3 state, it sends the command to release the test-mass
1, the test-mass 2, or both test-masses. When a test-mass is
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Fig. 9: Spacecraft’s attitude controller states

Fig. 10: TM’s controller states

Fig. 11: TM charge’s states

Fig. 12: MOSA angle’s states

Fig. 13: Lasers’ states
released, it is then suspended and controlled electrostatically
by the spacecraft. The active state becomes “Suspended WR mode”. It means that the spacecraft actively controls the
test-mass’s position and attitude so that the test-mass stay
centred inside the Gravitational Reference Sensor (GRS). The
suspended control has two modes: High Resolution (HR) mode
and Wide Range (WR) mode. HR mode allows high resolution
sensing for the test-mass’s attitude and low actuation force
for the attitude and position test-mass control (a few nN),
whereas WR mode allows larger actuation force (µN) and
lower attitude and position sensing (5 mm).
The Drag-free control on the x-axis means that the test-mass
is freely floating along the x-axis and suspension-controlled for
the other DOFs. The Drag-free control on the x-axis and zaxis means that the test-mass is freely floating along the x-axis
and the z-axis, and suspension-controlled for the other DOFs.
The state machine modelling the TM1 controller states is
represented in Fig. 10.
6) TM charge states: The state machines “TM1 Charge”
and “TM2 charge” model how the charges of the test-masses

evolve with time and the discharge procedure. The state
machine “TM1 Charge” is represented in Fig. 11. When a
test-mass is grabbed, it can conductively discharge the charge
accumulated from highly energetic particles coming from
space through the grabbing mechanism, so it is not charging.
The default state when entering the state machine is then
“Not Charging”. When the test-mass is released, it has no
physical connection to the surrounding electrodes and can
therefore not remove the accumulating charge, building up
over time. Thus, the corresponding state to the released testmass is “Charging”. When the charge is too high, it creates
unwanted force and force noise acting on the test-masses. To
reduce this unwanted perturbation, the test-masses need to be
discharged. This discharge can either be done periodically or
continuously.
With a fast discharge, a test-mass is discharged periodically
when its charge reaches a threshold. With a continuous discharge, the charging rate of a test-mass is balanced by photoemission by shining a low intensity UV source on the test-mass
and electrode-housing. This state allows a test-mass to remain
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discharged, while still maintaining full science performance
[11].
The “Charging” state is then divided into two regions, each
containing a state machine. The upper one models the charge
change, and the other represents the discharge mode. When
entering this state, a script is run periodically to update the
charge value. Another script is run to model the discharge
process.
7) MOSA angle states: This state machine models the
states of the MOSA angle. It is represented in Fig. 12. When
executed, it enters in the “Locked” state, as the MOSA angle
is constant when the spacecraft calibration process starts.
Through the constellation acquisition, the MOSA angle value
changes over time as the telescope 1’s attitude of each spacecraft is controlled. The MOSA angle’s active state becomes
then “Controlled”. If one of the laser link is lost, the active
state switches back to “Locked”.
8) Lasers states: This state machine models whether the
MOSAs of the spacecraft transmit a laser to the remote
spacecraft. It is represented in Fig. 13. At first, the constellation is not acquired, so no laser link is acquired. Hence,
the MOSAs do not transmit a laser. However, through the
constellation acquisition, laser beams are switched on and
off several times, and when the constellation acquisition is
done, the two MOSAs transmit a laser to one of the remote
spacecraft.
9) Spacecraft state machine regions dependencies: Fig. 14
sums up the dependencies between the region of the spacecraft
state machine. One can notice the special role held by the
DFACS’s region, which controls the state of every other
region.

control. The laser links are acquired one after another, in an
arbitrary order. When the constellation acquisition procedure
is done, each spacecraft knows its position and attitude with
respect to the two other spacecraft. It means that the length of
each arm of the constellation is known.
2) Modelling choices and motivation: The constellation
acquisition is sequential in the sense that it establishes one
laser link at time. The process for the single-link acquisition
is initiated from ground command and then accomplished. One
way could be to start by acquiring the laser link 12 first, the
laser link 13 then and finally the laser link 23. This sequence
is illustrated in Fig. 15.

Every constellation state is named with 3 Booleans. Each
Boolean represents the state of one laser link. If the laser link
is acquired, the Boolean is equal to 1. If not, it is equal to 0. As
already mentioned, there is no constraint on which laser link
should be first acquired. Consequently, there are several paths
to acquire the constellation. This is represented in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16: Constellation’s state machine
The state machine represents all the possible states and the
transitions between them. With this representation, there are
       
3
3
3
3
+
+
+
= 8 states and 24 transitions
0
1
2
3
.

Fig. 14: State machines’ region’s dependencies - spacecraft
level

C. Constellation behaviour
1) Constellation acquisition description: The constellation
acquisition sequence establishes the three laser links between
the three spacecraft. The interferometric measurements for the
LISA mission are only possible once these links are acquired
on the six quadrant photodiodes (one for each optical bench,
i.e. one for each telescope) so that they can start to measure the
arm-length variations and operate as a differential wavefront
sensing for the spacecraft attitude control and the MOSA angle

Fig. 17: Alternative constellation’s state machine
This representation clearly shows that the constellation
acquisition is sequential, as there are no sub-state machines
running in parallel. Furthermore, it is more convenient for the
programmer to build a user interface on top of it. However
there are too many transitions, which makes the state machine
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Fig. 15: One possible sequence for constellation acquisition
diagram looking messy. The constellation can be modelled in a
simpler way if the state machine is split into several sub-state
machines. Each region would then represent whether a link
between two spacecraft is acquired or not. This is represented
in Fig. 17.
This representation has only 6 states and 6 transitions, it
is then simpler than the first state machine, while holding as
much information. The advantage of this model is that it is
quite clear, and can be easily understood by the user. This is
represented in Fig. 18.

their influence on the laser-links states. If a micro-meteoroid
with a big-enough momentum impacts a spacecraft, it can lead
to the loss of its laser links. In such a scenario, it must go
through the constellation acquisition process again, in order
to re-acquire the links lost.
5) Dependencies between the spacecraft state machine and
constellation state machine: Fig. 20 sums up the dependencies
between the state machines of the three spacecraft and the
constellation state machine. One can see once again the special
role of the 3 DFACS’s regions on which the 3 laser link region
depend.
In order to start the acquisition of their laser link, the two
spacecraft must have released and electrostatically control their
test-masses. It means that each DFACS must be tuned on
“ACC3” state. When a spacecraft has acquired its two laser
links, it can use them to sense its attitude. It means that when
its two laser links are acquired, the active state of its DFACS
becomes “ACC3 DWS”, and its spacecraft attitude controller’s
active state becomes “DWS sensing”. The timeline on figure
19 illustrates the communication between the three spacecraft
state machines and the laser link regions of the constellation
state machine through time.

Fig. 18: Alternative constellation’s state machine in SysML
V. C OMBINING BEHAVIOURAL DIAGRAMS AND
3) Laser link states: In the SysML model, each laser link
region is composed of the states “Link not acquired” and “Link
acquired”. The default state is “Link not acquired”, because
no link is acquired at the start of the spacecraft calibration
process. The transition from “Link not acquired” to “Link
acquired” contains an activity diagram which describes the
single-link acquisition procedure between the two spacecraft
involved in the laser link considered. It is executed with the
transition.
4) Space environment states: A fourth region has been
added to the constellation state machine. This region models
the micro-meteoroid impacts which can perturb the laser links
of the constellation. When the state machine is executed, it
enters in the default state “No perturbation”. It means that
no micro-meteoroid will impact one of the spacecraft of the
constellation. The users can switch the active state to “Micrometeoroid Perturbation”. In that case, the model takes into
account the micro-meteoroid impacts on the constellation and

SIMULATIONS

When executing the LISA mission model, the behavioural
diagrams are executed. When executed, a state machine diagram set the active state. When the active state changes,
a transition from the former to the latter state occurs, and
the activity diagram describing this transition is executed.
The following paragraph describes the execution processes of
these activity diagrams beneath the key transitions during the
simulation of the LISA model, at the spacecraft layer L2 and
the constellation layer L1.
A. Spacecraft level
1) Test-mass charge and discharge: As mentioned in paragraph IV-B6, when the test-mass is charging, a script is run
periodically to update the charge value. Another script is run
in parallel to model the discharge process. It can either be a
continuous discharge or a fast discharge. The activity diagram
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Fig. 19: State machine’s layer dependencies

Fig. 20: State machines’ region dependencies - constellation
level

represented on figure 21 is the graphical representation of the
script run for the fast discharge.
When this activity diagram is run, each action, represented
by a grey box, is executed. These actions can either be
JavaScript scripts, or nested activity diagrams. The order
of execution follows the control flow direction, given by
the dashed arrows. The execution starts at the flow initial
node (represented by a full black dot) and ends at the flow
final node (represented by a black dot inside of a white
circle). Here, the script first reads the charge of the test-

mass 1, called “TM1 Potential”, when executing the action
“readStructuralFeature”. It then sends the value to the decision
node (represented by a grey diamond). Such a node is the
graphical representation of a “if...else” condition. If the testmass charge is greater than 20 (unit: 10−13 As), the action
“Fast discharge” is run, and the new value of “TM1 Potential”
is updated with the action “addStructuralFeatureValue”. If
the test-mass charge is equal or lower than 20, than the
fast discharge is not executed and the test-mass charge stays
unchanged. When one of these two processes of actions is
executed, the execution reaches the flow final node, and exits
the diagram: the activity execution is completed. The activity
diagram modelling the continuous discharge has a similar
structure. The main difference is the lack of a decision node
to decide whether the test-mass should be discharged, as the
test-mass charge is continuously discharged, regardless of its
value.
2) Control loop for SC controller, TM controller, MOSA
angle controller: The spacecraft, test-masses and MOSA angle
controllers are modelled in the same way. Each controller
parameters depend on the number of DOF to control, which
is defined by the active state of the controller’s state machine.
For instance, if the test-mass 1 of the spacecraft is drag-free
controlled on the x-axis, then its attitude is controlled on the
x-axis, y-axis and z-axis, and its position is controlled on
the y-axis and z-axis. However if it is grabbed, its position
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modelled in SysML as a PID controller. An idea for improving
the model would be to replace these loops modelled in SysML
by Simulink loops. However this has not been done yet, has the
focus of this System engineering model is to give an overview
of the constellation behaviour, without entering into too many
details.
B. Constellation level

Fig. 21: Activity diagram “perform fast discharge”

and its attitude are not controlled on any axis. Each state as
corresponding set of parameters for the controller. The control
loops are modelled in an activity diagram located on a selftransition of the state. This transition is executed every time
step. It is represented in Fig. 22.

Fig. 22: State “drag-free controlled”
For instance, when the test-mass 1 is Drag-free controlled
on the x-axis, the activity diagram “Perform TM drag free
control -x- TM1” modelling the control loop is executed every
time step “SimTimeStep2”. This activity diagram structure is
represented in Fig. 23.

Fig. 23: Activity diagram “test-mass 1 controller”
Each loop controls one DOF. It takes a position or attitude
scalar as input for initialisation and gives as output the
corresponding updated scalar. Every control loop is executed
in parallel during a time equals to “SimTimeStep2”. In the
current version of the model, each control loop has been

1) Modelling the laser link acquisition across the constellation: The single link acquisition between the spacecraft 1
and 2 starts with the coarse acquisition, detailed in Fig. 24.
• Step 1: The sending spacecraft 1 turns on its laser
and performs a scanning manoeuvre to cover the whole
uncertainty cone while the receiving spacecraft 2 holds its
reference attitude based on ground-provided navigation
data. The uncertainty half-cone angle is the size of sky
where the receiving spacecraft 2 is expected to be located
with respect to the sending spacecraft 1.
• Step 2: At a certain time during the scanning, the receiving spacecraft 2 detects a laser signal, estimates the offset
between the real position of the sending spacecraft 1 and
the ground-provided data and performs an attitude offset
correction.
• Step 3: The receiving spacecraft 2 switches on its laser,
which is sent to the receiving spacecraft 1.
• Step 4: The sensors of the sending spacecraft 1 are blind
when its laser is switched on. Consequently, it is only
after switching off its laser at the end of the scanning
manoeuvre that the sending spacecraft 1 can detect the
laser sent by the sending spacecraft 2 on its sensors. Then,
analogously to the receiving spacecraft 2, the sending
spacecraft 1 applies the necessary attitude correction to
its on-board reference attitude by steering its telescope
to the updated reference direction. Both spacecraft along
one arm of the constellation have now acquired a laser.
After step 4, the coarse acquisition phase is achieved. The
fine acquisition starts next. It is a refinement of the coarse
acquisition. Sending and receiving spacecraft perform a
fine attitude correction by switching lasers on/off in order
to bring the incoming laser signal to a reference position
of their sensors.
• Step 5: Once this is done, the last phase starts: the two
spacecraft perform a frequency scan. The frequency scan,
also known as absolute distance interferometry, is the
procedure through which the spacecraft 1 and 2 measure
the absolute distance between each other. The receiving
spacecraft 2 performs a frequency scan by changing the
frequency of its laser in order to detect an interference
signal on its sensor. Once the receiving spacecraft 2 has
found a beat signal, the sending spacecraft 1 will also find
a beat signal approximately 16.7 s later, i.e. the delay
of any information travelling through the 2.5 million
kilometres long arms between the satellites.
The single-link acquisition process must be repeated three
times in order to establish the three laser links between the
spacecraft. The order in the link acquisition is arbitrary. Telescope 1 (T1) is actuated and can be rotated in the constellation
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Fig. 24: Single-link acquisition sequence

plane, while telescope 2 (T2) is fixed to the spacecraft. The
first laser link to be established is the laser link 12 where
T1 of spacecraft 1 defines the sending pointing direction and
T2 of spacecraft 2 defines the receiving pointing direction.
Then, the acquisition of the laser link 12 is performed with
T2 of spacecraft 1 as sender and T1 of spacecraft 3 as receiver.
Eventually, the laser link 13 is acquired where T1 of spacecraft
2 is the sending direction and T2 of spacecraft 3 is the
receiving direction.

2) Single-link acquisition activity diagram: The laser link
acquisition is modelled by an activity diagram in the transition
going from “Link not acquired” to “Link acquired” in each
laser link state machine. (There are 3 regions modelling the
three laser links in the constellation state machine ). This
activity describes the steps to acquire the laser link between
two spacecraft ( for example between SC1 and SC2) and
quantifies the time it takes to achieve it.
The steps modelled correspond to the ones described in
the paragraph V-B with spacecraft 1 and 2. Before the laser

12

link acquisition, the two spacecraft do not point to each
other. These attitude error are generated in the nested activity
diagram called “Generate SCs error attitude”. Once the attitude
errors are generated, the coarse acquisition is executed. This
is modelled by two sequences of actions running in parallel.
The first sequence models the actions of spacecraft 1, and the
second one describes the actions of spacecraft 2. Spacecraft 1
switches its laser and starts to scan the uncertainty cone where
spacecraft 2 is supposed to be. At some point, the sensors
of spacecraft 2 detect the laser beam, and it proceeds to an
attitude change to point its telescope towards spacecraft 1.
When it is done, it switches on its laser to reach spacecraft
1. Meanwhile, the laser of spacecraft 1 continues to cover
the uncertainty cone. Its sensors are blind until it finishes this
procedure. When the scan is done, spacecraft 1 switches off its
laser and waits until it receives the laser beam of spacecraft 2.
When this happens, spacecraft 1 proceeds to an attitude change
to point its telescope toward spacecraft 2 and then switches
on its laser again. The two spacecraft proceed then through
fine acquisition (not modelled) and frequency scan in order to
measure the absolute distance between them. When these steps
are completed, the laser link is acquired. These sequences of
actions are illustrated on the timelines in Fig. 25:

link failures. For the model, the following assumptions have
been made ( Fig. 27 ):
• 2D problem: The impact direction vector is inside the
constellation plane.
• The inertia of the spacecraft is gathered on its centre.
• Each micro-meteoroid impacting the spacecraft creates a
torque with a fixed lever arm d from the inertial centre.
• The angle θi is randomly generated such that θi ∈ [0, 2π].
• For a fixed momentum pi , the number of impact occurences ni follows a Poisson law with a parameter λi ,
where λi is computed from a Grün model.

Fig. 25: Link acquisition timeline

p = βF AvT

3) Modelling micrometeoroid impacts: In order to evaluate
mission performance, a major focus of this work has been
to evaluate the recovery time from micro-meteoroid impacts,
which is schematically shown in Fig. 26. The associated
activity diagram quantifies the percentage of time spent in a
degraded science measurement state for a given total time span
T , or whether the laser links have been completely lost due to
a significant impact momentum. (In that case, the spacecraft
has rotated so much due to the angular momentum inferred
by the impact that the incident beam is lost).
The activity inputs are the spacecraft ID (1, 2 or 3) and
the time span T . At first, the impact parameters of a micrometeoroid are generated from an adequate environment model
that describes probability of occurrence, linear momentum
and impact angle. The transmitted angular momentum is then
computed by calling an external routine and a linked Simulink
model is used to quantify the time during which the science
measurement is degraded due to the attitude error generated by
the impacts, and whether the resulting impact is strong enough
to lead to a loss of link.
When the state “Environment with meteorite” of the “space
perturbation” region is active, this activity is executed every
time span T , establishing the total time spent of each spacecraft in a degraded science state and the number of critical

Fig. 27: Model’s assumptions
The Grün flux-mass model F for meteoroids [12] gives
the total average meteoroid flux in terms of the integral flux,
i.e. the number of particles per square meter per year of
mass larger than or equal to a given mass m. From this
flux-mass model, the impact momentum model p is obtained
by multiplying F with the surface, velocity, time and the
momentum enhancement factor:
(1)

p is the impact momentum expressed in kg.m.s−1 . β is
the momentum enhancement factor and is dimensionless. F
is the micro-meteorid mass flux expressed in kg.m2 .year−1 .
A is the satellite exposed surface expressed in m2 . v is the
micro-meteorid speed expressed in m.s−1 . T is the time span
expressed in year.
The population statistics of the Grün model is plotted in
Fig. 28.
The expected number of occurrences λi of micro-meteoroid
impacts on one spacecraft with a momentum pi > p0i for a
certain time span T is computed from the Grün model.
λi =

1
T
ni
3 365.24.3600

(2)

T is the time interval considered.
ni in year−1 is the average number of impacts of
meteorite with a momentum greater than pi .
• As the script computes the occurrences of micrometeoroid impact on one spacecraft, and not the constellation, the factor 13 is added.
1
• The factor 365.24.3600 is added for the years-to-seconds
conversion, as ni is in unit is year−1 and T is in s.
The effective number of occurrences of micro-meteoroid
impact Nλi for angular momentum pi greater than p0i is
•
•

13

Fig. 26: Micrometeoroid impact model
its angle of impact. The total momentum p(T ) is computed as
follows:
0

p(T ) =

X
i=0

pi

Nλi
X

sin(θj )

(4)

j=0

The timeline represented in Fig. 29 sums up the recovery
time from micro-meteoroid impacts (in red) and the time
during which the science measurement is not degraded (in
green). This process quantifies the percentage of time spent in
a degraded science measurement state for a given total time
span N T , with N a natural integer.

Fig. 28: Population statistics of the Grün model

computed from the Poisson distribution parameter λi with the
following Matlab function :

Fig. 29: Timeline showing the state of the science measurement

Nλi = poissrnd(λi )

A spacecraft loses its laser links if the attitude perturbation
reaches a threshold. In that case, the spacecraft must repeat
the constellation acquisition procedure to gain them back.

0

(3)

The number of occurrence Nλi of micro-meteoroids impacts
with an angular momentum p0i during a time interval T is
then computed. For a given time interval T and a given i,
one knows that there are Nλi impacts of meteorites with pi >
p0i and Nλi+1 impacts of meteorite with pi+1 > p0i+1 >
p0i 0. From this, it is straightforward to deduce that there are
Nλi = Nλ(i+1) − Nλi impacts of meteorites with an angular
momentum pi such that pi ∈ [p0i , p0i+1 ] . If p0i+1 − p0i is
low enough, one can approximate this result by writing that
0
there are Nλi = Nλ(i+1) − Nλi impacts of meteorites with an
angular momentum pi ≈ p0i .
This process is repeated for every i such that i ∈ [0, imax ]
where imax is the number of the dot of the population statistics
of the Grün model’s plot (Fig. 28).
From this model, the probability of impact occurrence during a time span T is computed with a Poisson law. Each impact
transmit a certain angular momentum to the spacecraft, which
depends on the linear momentum of the micro-meteoroid and

VI. U SER INTERFACE FOR SIMULATION
When executing the LISA mission model, the user sends
signals to the DFACS of each spacecraft in order to simulate
the spacecraft calibration process and the constellation acquisition. To do so, (s)he uses a user interface, modelled through
SysML. This control panel allows the user to click on buttons
to send signal to a specific spacecraft. The active states of each
spacecraft and of the constellation are also presented (in the
green boxes). Finally, a switch button allow the user to activate
the micro-meteoroid impacts (on the top-right corner), in order
to quantify the percentage of time spent in science mode.
Along the control panel are generated several graphs, showing the evolution of certain key parameters, such as the testmasses potential, and the science mode state (normal or degraded). Finally, a graphical representation of the constellation
is generated. It is built on the state machines of the three
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spacecraft and the constellation and shows whether the testmasses are grabbed and which laser link is acquired. The
graphs are shown in Fig. 30.

A PPENDIX B
B LOCK DEFINITION DIAGRAMS
Block Definition Diagrams define the features of a block
and any relationships between blocks. For example, the LISA
mission block definition diagram represented in Fig. 31 defines
the relationship between the several layers of the system. The
blocks composing the layers are linked to each other with
composition relationships. Thus, the “LISA mission” block is
composed of the three blocks “SPACE Segment”, “LAUNCH
Segment” and “GROUND Segment”. The block “SPACE
Segment” is composed of the blocks “Constellation”, “GSE
and Support Services” and “Simulators”. Finally, the block
“Constellation” is composed of three instances of the block
“LISA SC” and of the block “Launch Adapter / Dispenser”.

Fig. 30: Model outputs

VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents the model-based systems engineering
approach of implementing the basic structure and architectural
elements of a system model for a large space science mission
(LISA) in an extendible way. The focus was on behavioural
aspects which become increasingly important for complex
systems, where behavioural features are difficult to comprehend and potential error sources may remain undetected
in a traditional paper driven approach. This is particularly
true for a system of systems where mission-level functions
require the interaction across several system layers, which
is the case for LISA. This research aimed to investigate
the feasibility of combining a descriptive system model with
simulations in order to execute complex system functions,
analyse failure modes and associated recovery actions. Our
results have shown that this is indeed possible and offers major
advantages in terms of overall effort, clarity of definition, ease
of implementation and maintainability and compared to paperdriven approaches. A key finding was also that the choice of
implementing state machines on the highest level of the model
architecture turned out to be crucial in order to (a) breakdown the complexity in successive steps and add increasing
detail and (b) execute the major control functions in parallel
with environmental simulations. Nesting of state machines and
embedded activity diagrams or simulation code to increasingly
lower levels allowed a good decomposition of the complexity
and promoted exchange of information between modeller and
engineering teams.

A PPENDIX A
D IAGRAM TYPES
There are nine kinds of SysML diagrams. The activity, state
machine, sequence and use case diagrams model the behaviour
of a system. The block definition, internal block, parametric,
and packages diagrams describe the static architecture of a
system. The remaining Requirement diagram is used to declare
requirements.

Fig. 31: Block definition diagram example

A PPENDIX C
ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS
Activity diagrams describe control, input, and output flows
among actions. It is a graphical representation of a script.
Boxes are called actions and represent parts of the script, or
call nested activity diagrams. These actions are run in an order
defined by the control flow. The control flow starts at the flow
initial node, follow the dashed arrow, and ends at the flow
final node. This is represented in Fig. 32.
A PPENDIX D
S TATE MACHINE DIAGRAMS
State machine diagrams model the behaviour of a system.
Such a diagram shows the different states of the system
modelled, and how it responds to various events by changing
from one state to another through transitions. A transition
is executed when the trigger is activated and if the guard
condition, a Boolean, is true. If so, the activity associated to
the transition is run. This is represented in Fig. 33.
A PPENDIX E
S EQUENCE DIAGRAMS
Sequence diagrams focus on the message exchange between
one or several Lifelines. The lifeline represents one interacting
entity. It is identified as a green rectangle symbol. A Sequence
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Fig. 32: Activity diagram example

Fig. 33: State machine diagram example
diagram shows the interaction information with an emphasis
on the time sequence. The diagram has two dimensions: the

vertical axis that represents time and the horizontal axis that
represents the participating objects.
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In the LISA mission model, it is used to implement the
communication between the constellation layer and the spacecraft layer during the constellation acquisition sequence. For
example, during the constellation acquisition process, a signal
(5) is sent from the constellation layer to the spacecraft layer to
switch the DFACS of spacecraft 2 to the state “ACC3 DWS”.
It is represented in Fig. 34 by the arrow drawn from the
Lifeline “Constellation” to the lifeline “LISA SC2” (LISA
spacecraft 2), and it is called “DWS ACQUIRED” (i.e. “the
differential wavefront sensing is acquired”).

Fig. 35: Package diagram example

Fig. 34: Sequence diagram example

A PPENDIX F
U SE CASE DIAGRAMS
The LISA system model implements use case diagrams to
describe the usage of the LISA system to achieve a certain goal
(e.g. perform pre-launch phase, perform launch and early operation phase, perform near earth commissioning phase, perform
transfer to science orbit phase, perform science commissioning
and calibration, perform science measurements, perform decommissioning, etc.). Use case diagrams include the actual use
case, actors, and the associated communications between them
and they were used to establish the essential system functions
and relate them to requirements.
A PPENDIX G
PACKAGE DIAGRAMS
The package diagrams are used to navigate through the
LISA mission system model. They are similar to the slides
of a presentation, and contain hyperlink to a selected set of
diagrams. For example, the package diagram represented in
Fig. 35 sums up the information relative to the L0 layer
(LISA mission layer). There is the name of the layer and
a short description of it. There are also links to the layers
on the top-left and top-right corner (L1). Finally, there are
links to the structural diagram (block definition diagram),
behavioural diagrams (state machine and activity diagrams),
and requirements diagram on the bottom-left part.
A PPENDIX H
L IST OF ACRONYMS
AOCS: Attitude and Orbital Control Systems
ACC1,2,3: DFACS States

ACC3 DWS: DFACS State
AU: Astronomical Unit
CATIA: Software suite for computer-aided design, computeraided manufacturing, computer-aided engineering, PLM and
3D
DFACS: Drag-Free Attitude Control System
DOF: Degree Of freedom
DWS: Differential Wavefront Sensing
DOORS: Rational Dynamic Object Oriented Requirements
System is a requirement management tool.
GRS: Gravitational Reference Sensor
HR: High Resolution
L0, 1, 2, 3, ...: Layer 0, 1, 2, 3, ...
LA: Laser Assembly
LIGO: Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory
MBSE: Model-Based Systems Engineering
MOSA: Moving Optical Sub-Assembly
OB: Optical Bench
SC: SpaceCraft
SCI MODE: Science mode
SysML: Systems Modeling Language
T1, 2, 3: Telescope 1, 2, 3
TM1, 2: Test-Mass 1, 2
UV: UltraViolet
WR: Wide Range
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